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Abstract 
Contemporary percussion practice today is a central creative force 
demonstrated through a variety of creative approaches, in which extra-musical 
ideas are often incorporated. In recent years, such ideas have been expanded to 
include aspects from media technology. Through the integration and 
application of media technology, further creative possibilities are revealed, and 
contemporary music today holds much potential for future development. 
This thesis and its accompanying creative component, an original performance 
interface entitled. Hands On Stage, reflect the creative practice of percussion 
performance in the last decade. The Hands On Stage project is documented here 
in four parts, (1) concept, (2) physical interface construction, (3) system design, 
and (4) creative outcomes. To establish the origins of this research, this thesis 
commences by tracking an historical evolution of percussion practice towards 
future practices, followed by reviewing influential contemporary creative 
works featuring the convergence of various disciplines, and finally, the Hands 
On Stage development, which exhibits a unique approach with aspects drawn 
from the field of percussion practice and media technology is detailed. This 
thesis concludes with future avenues for further research of percussion and 
media technology. 
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Introduction 
This research explores creative approaches in performance practices with a 
focus on the performer's movements and use of technology. The goal of this 
research has been to create a unique contemporary performance space by 
converging two practices: percussion performance and (New) Media Art. The 
research outcome described here demonstrates that a performer's role now 
extends beyond the traditional interpretation of composed works to 
performances through integrated media. 
Having a percussion performance background as well as an interest in Media 
Art, it seemed to me that the convergence of these two practices was a logical 
direction for the research. In fact, the two fields share similar objectives. One 
important aspect of contemporary percussion music concerns the exploration of 
sound choice. This is suggested in many innovative techniques and the idea of 
objects as instruments are introduced in many multi-percussion compositions. 
The field of experimental and Media performance practices is similar to 
contemporary percussion music in some ways as new sounds and innovative 
ways to present music are always welcomed and explored. This thesis intends 
to articulate a non-traditional performance paradigm, in which the use of 
technology is applied, and the computer here has become an important 
medium by bridging aspects to form a defined Media space. 
While it is almost a cliche to point out that the advent of the personal computer 
and digital media technologies has added new possibilities to the process of 
creating artworks, the controversy surrounding the question of human 
involvement in a live concert context nevertheless persists. The creative 
One 
component of this research aimed to develop an engaging performance practice 
in which the interaction between the performer's hand movements and the 
media processing is correlated. Consequently, this research does not extend into 
the broader area of composit ion and discussions on the creative outcome are 
constrained to this research surrounding the importance of technology. M y 
initial research has demonstrated that many of the current experimental and 
N e w Media concerts feature an inter-disciplinary approach, where the 
integration of audio and visual processing is utilised in Media performance 
practice. This understanding has influenced and furthered m y research to 
include real-time sound and image processing. 
The research described in this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter Two 
begins with the background investigation in percussion performance practices 
in Western art music. Followed by the development of the electronic music and 
its association with the percussion repertoire, along with a number of electronic 
percussion instruments are reviewed. In addition, examples of new creative 
approaches and its influences to the role of the contemporary percussionist are 
discussed. In Chapter Three, selected contemporary performances featured 
inter-disciplinary and Media Art practices are outlined with emphasis on those 
incorporating sound and image in a performance context. These selected works 
are considered influential to the development of my creative project. Hands On 
Stage. 
Chapter Four is a detailed description of the creative component to this 
research, known as the Hands On Stage Project. Figure 1.1 illustrates the 
direction of this research project. It began from my experiences and 
understanding of the percussion performance, and moved beyond its common 
practice. Through the integration of the use of technology, the scope of this 
research project was pushed into the realm of audio-visual practice, and with 
the influences of Media aesthetics, the project aimed to explore a contemporary 
communicat ion approach and a new mode of performance presentation. The 
Hands On Stage project focuses on the exploration of the inter-relationship 
One 
between three aspects: the performer, sound generation, and projected images. 
To realise this project, a custom-built performance interface was constructed to 
carry out relevant experimentations. This chapter outlines the design, physical 
construction, performance system, and creative outcome of this performance 
interface. Also, relevant and potential technology for implementation is 
surveyed. This chapter concludes with a discussion on the performance 
techniques, and my personal experiences in the performances utilising this 
performance interface. 
Figure 1.1: A diagram representing the research path in the progress of this project. 
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Percussion Evolution 
Percussion music is revolution. Sound and rhythm have too long been 
submissive to the restrictions of nineteenth century music. Today we 
are fighting for their emancipation. Tomorrow, with electronic music in 
our ears, we will hear freedom.' 
- John Cage. 
This chapter positions the historical evolution of percussion towards the future 
in which digital technology contributes to the practice in creating a new 
performance paradigm. It comprises an overview of the role of percussionists in 
Western art music and their performance development throughout the history, 
with a focus on the 20* century. 
' John Cage, Silence: lectures and writings (London: Marion Boyars, 1968), 87. 
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2.1 Theory and Practice 
The world of percussion encompasses a wide variety of performance practices 
and an extensive range of instruments. The history of prehistoric and primitive 
percussion instruments dates back at least 30,000 years/ but the intensive 
development of percussion in Western music culture is not long. Unlike most of 
the other Western musical instruments, the intensive development of 
percussion in Western art music began much later when tonality became less 
dominant in the early 20"" century. This is evident in the expansion of the 
percussion repertoire, which now has a broad range of percussion instruments 
with exclusive performance techniques. 
In Western art music, the function of percussion instruments and the role of the 
percussionist are in constant evolution. Percussion instruments have appeared 
for occasions such as dance, ceremony, rituals, royal processions and music 
concerts. One of the earliest origins of percussion probably occurred 
unintentionally in prehistory by early man, as he clapped his hands or stamped 
upon the ground.' It is fair to consider that the act of clapping, stamping and 
further acts including striking of stones and shields, to be survival implements 
and techniques in the primitive era." Literary references and pictorial 
representations have become sources for tracing primitive developments of 
percussion development. As James Blades, renowned percussionist and scholar, 
stated in his book. Percussion Instruments and their History, the main functions of 
early percussion instruments were to accompany dance and to serve primitive 
magic and ritual.' Further sources from Mediaeval times and the Renaissance 
provide evidence of the practice of percussion instruments in religious rituals, 
military ceremonies and dance." One of the earliest sources that illustrate a clear 
use of percussion instruments, tabors (the portable snare drums), in dance is 
^ James Blade, Percussion Instruments and their History (Westport, Connecticut; The Bold Strummer Ltd, 
1992), 34. 
' Ibid. 
^ Ibid., at 35. 
5 Ibid. 
" Ibid. , at 189-190. 
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Thoinot Arbeau's Orchesography, a study of late 16* century French Renaissance 
social dance/ The forerunner of the current orchestral instrument, the timpani, 
which is also known as the kettledrums, were brought back to Europe by the 
Crusaders, and were adopted for martial music.® In a later age, kettledrums 
took a privileged position and appeared in royal processions and courts and 
were much used in such works as religious compositions of Bach, Handel and 
Lully's opera Thesee (1675), which was claimed to be the first use of kettledrums 
in orchestral music, although the instrument had appeared in earlier ensemble 
music.' Nevertheless, the percussion section in the orchestra was still basically 
positioned to emphasise the musical context that was being played by other 
instruments, as the function of the percussion section was mostly to support 
and reinforce the accents in orchestral composit ions.Yet , Beethoven's music 
was different. Beethoven utilised kettledrums in a more independent role in his 
orchestral compositions. He used kettledrums to control the rhythm of the 
orchestral music, to impose order; some solo rhythms were also added, and 
percussion performance moved away from simply playing musical accents as in 
the earlier period." The percussion section in the orchestra began to expand in 
the 19* century when Berlioz composed orchestral music that included large 
numbers of percussion instruments and players, such as 16 kettledrums 
operated by 10 players in his Requiem (1837)." In addition, according to James 
Blade's book, Berlioz's 'dream' ensemble consisted of 467 instrumentalists 
including 53 percussionists operating an outsized percussion section including 
3 bass drums, 12 antique cymbals, 6 side drums, 8 pairs of timpani, etc. " 
We understand axiomatically the elements of music to be rhythm, melody, and 
harmony. It was not until the beginning of the 20* century that sound colour 
^ Thoinot Arbeau, Orchesography, Translated by Mary Stewart Evans, (New York: Dover Publications, 
1967). 
® James Blades, Percussion Instruments and their History (Westport, Connecticut: The Bold Strummer Ltd, 
1992), 223. 
' Ibid., at 236. 
Pierre Grondines, "Varfese's lonisation - the Percussion Revolution," La Scena Musicale 5, no. 10 (2000): 
32-33. 
" Lynne Gagn^, "A Short History of Orchestral Percussion," La Scena Musicale 9, no. 3 (2003): 18-19. 
James Blades, Percussion Instruments and their History (Westport, Connecticut: The Bold Strummer Ltd, 
1992), 284. 
' ' Ibid., at 281. 
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and texture became as interesting as other essential ingredients for composing. 
The percussion section in the orchestra started taking on a more dominant role, 
as the function of the percussion section was furthered to include producing 
sound effects. Claude Debussy's La Mer (1903-1905) was one of the earliest 
works that elevated the status of timbre in music composition. Debussy was 
able to achieve this not only by doubling unusual instrumental parts to create 
interesting sound textures, but also by making greater use of percussion 
instruments that added new timbres. Another example in producing sound 
effects in orchestral music was Erik Satie's Parade (1917), in which the 
percussion section included such sound effects as a typewriter, pistol shots, and 
sirens." Aside from sound effects, the 20* century composers were also 
interested in exploring the potential of the sounds that percussion instruments 
make. Composers such as Bela Bartok made a greater use of percussion 
instruments in searching for new tonal possibilities. In his composition Cantata 
Profana (1930), he allocated both the centre and the edge of the drumhead to be 
the hitting spots, in order to produce contrasting tones. 
The 20"'-century orchestration demanded a dominant role from the percussion 
section, as it was no longer limited to its previous role of reinforcing accents 
and timekeeping. The shift of focus in composing music from tonal harmony to 
an exploration of new sounds meant a freedom for percussion. 
2.2 Percussion and the Liberation of Sound 
The development of percussion continued to evolve in sophistication 
throughout the 20"" century. Besides the increasing interest in sound colours 
and textures, there was also the rise of interest in 'noise', which served as a new 
element in composing music. A futuristic painter and composer, Luigi Russolo, 
whose manifesto L'arte dei rumori (The Art of Noises) was published in 1913, 
' " James Blades, Percussion Instruments and their History (Westport, Connecticut: The Bold Strummer Ltd, 
1992), 284. 
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denoted the use of everyday sounds, including noise, as the material for the 
creation of music composition.'® This change was an important factor in the 
development of percussion music. Not only did percussion instruments offer an 
extensive range of sound timbres, but as most of the percussion instruments are 
non-pitched, many of them are considered purely noise-makers, such as the 
wind machine and brake drums. 
Soon there were two important ensemble compositions, written for percussion 
and piano, utilising noise percussion sounds in their compositions. George 
Antheil's Ballet Mecanique (1924) was a highly rhythmic piece written for piano 
and p e r c u s s i o n . T h e instrumentation includes noise instruments, such as 
airplane propellers. Edgard Varese's Ionization (1931) was composed for 13 
percussionists and its instrumentation includes anvils and cranked sirens. In 
addition to Antheil and Varese, John Cage also composed a number of 
percussion ensemble compositions heavily featured noise and rhythm. Cage 
composed three pieces titled Constructions between 1939 and 1941. The First 
Construction (in Metal) for percussion sextet was premiered in 1939. As the title 
indicated, it was written for only metal percussion instruments, including 
thunder sheets and brake drums. Also, modified instruments such as muted 
gongs and water gongs, were used in this piece. 
Apart from the increasing interest in sound colour and 'noise', such composers 
including Igor Stravinsky, Edgard Varese and Bela Bartok gave rhythmic 
elements a new significance. This notion could be seen in Stravinsky's Rite of 
Spring (1913), in which rhythm was the driving force of the music.'' Although 
previous discussion indicated the rise of interest in sound colour librated 
percussion music, rhythm is just as important as the exploration of sounds in 
' ' Flora Dennis, "Russolo, Luigi," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.virtual .anu.edu.au/subscriber/article/grove/music/24174 
(accessed November 16, 2008). 
It was supposed to be the soundtrack of a surrealist film by Fernand Leger, however because of 
technical difficulties at his time in synchronising multiple player pianos in the first version, Antheil 
composed several versions of this piece. 
James Holland and Janet K. Page, "Percussion," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, 
http: / / www.oxfordmusiconline.com.virtual .anu.edu.au / subscriber / article / grove / music / 21291 
(accessed November 16, 2008). 
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the percussion music. The importance of rhythm in percussion music is 
particularly evident in compositions for percussion solo (multi-percussion). In 
works such as Iannis Xenakis's Psappha (1976) and Rebonds (1989), there is no 
doubt that a powerful and energetic groove was established through its 
complex rhythmic structure. Percussionist Steven Schick defines 'the material of 
percussion music as sound leveraged over time' in his recent published book. 
The Percussionist's Art: Same Bed, Different Dreams.'^ 
Compositions have become increasingly technical and challenging for 
percussionists. The newly introduced concept of using noise as a compositional 
element in the early 20* century had established using both unusual and the 
standard instruments in creative ways to achieve new timbres. As a result, 
percussionists were required to play new instruments along with new 
techniques. Thus, the percussion repertoire and percussion performance 
techniques began to evolve rapidly in parallel through the 20* century. 
2.3 for Percussion and Electronics' 
The search for new sounds in the 20* century occurred in both the acoustic and 
electronic sound world. After World War II, technological advances fostered 
significant developments in electronic music. The increasing availability of tape 
recorders allowed composers to develop new approaches of composing, 
resulting in the beginnings of musique concrete. In 1948, musique concrete was first 
developed in Paris by French composer, Pierre Schaeffer. The music was called 
such because it was made of 'concrete' materials, in which sounds were 
recorded onto magnetic tape; in contrast, the ordinary Western art music was 
created abstractly, written in a symbolic system of notation, the music score." 
Compositions of musique concrHe were composed and realised through 
Steven Schick, The Percussionist's Art: Same Bed, Different Dreams (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester 
Press, 2006), 180. . , ^ 
" ] o n H. Appleton and Ronald C. Perera, The development and practice of electronic music (Englevk-ood Clitts, 
N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1975), 11. 
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modification, manipulation and organisation of these recorded sounds using 
techniques of the tape recording machine. These techniques included tape 
splicing, degeneration, echo, delay, looping, and reversal.^" Early compositions 
for tape included John Cage's Imaginary Landscape No.5 and Williams Mix (both 
in 1952), Edgard Varese's Poeme electronique (1957-8), and Karlheinz 
Stockhausen's Kontakte (1958-1960). 
At first, musicque concrete was appealing to many composers, because it could 
be composed and realised independently from other musicians. However, 
playing tapes in a live performance situation troubled the concert audience who 
had strong traditional expectations. Such issues including the loss of visual 
stimulus and the absence of the excitement and tension provided by the 
instrumentalist occurred when there was nothing to view except the 
loudspeakers and sound equipment.^' Even though 60 years have passed, 
audiences still struggle with some electronic performances. However, the 
compositions for tape with live performers made during the 1960's hold a 
significant place in the development of the genre." 
Early significant compositions to combine tape and live instrumental music 
including percussion instruments were Bruno Maderna's Musica su due 
dimensioni for flute, cymbals and tape (1952), Karlheinz Stockhausen's Kontakte 
for percussion and 4-track tape (1960)," and Mario Davidovsky's Synchronisms 
no.5 for percussion ensemble and tape (1969). Another interesting music 
composition for percussion and tape is Space Model (1971-75), composed by 
Polish composer and percussionist, Marta Ptaszynska. Space Model is in three 
movements, all with the same duration and metric structure. The approach in 
the creation of the tape part is different from the compositions mentioned 
earlier. In fact, the score indicates the performer to create the tape part. The 
Thomas B Holmes, Electronic and Experimental Music : Pioners in Technology and Composition, l""" ed. 
(London: Routledge, 2002), 78-84. 
Robert P. Morgan, Twentieth-Century Music : A History of Musical Style in Modern Europe and America 
(New York: W. Norton, 1991), 470. 
" I b i d , 
" Stockhausen's Kontakte exists as a separate tape piece as well as a work for tape with two pianos and 
percussion. 
10 
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performer plays the first movement solo, and then reproduces a recording of 
this movement live in a concert or pre-recorded earlier, and the recording 
serves as the tape part for the second movement; thus, the second movement 
becomes a duet where the performer plays with the recorded tape of movement 
No. 1. This process continues, and in the third movement, the tape part consists 
of both the first and second movements. Australian compositions that feature 
percussion and tape have included Martin Wesley-Smith's For Marimba and Tape 
(1982) and Nigel Westlake's Moving Air for percussion quartet and tape (1989). 
Although the repertoire for instruments and tape is vast, one concern exists, 
that is the 'fixed' character of the tape music. The instrumentalist performing 
with tape music shows some communications between the performer and the 
audience, but performing with pre-recorded tape has its limitations. For 
instance, performers are required to play with the tape part in strict time, and 
the interaction between the music played by the instrumentalist(s) and the 
sounds of the pre-recorded tape is not exactly a two-way interaction. In other 
words, the action by the instrumentalist does not vary the result of the tape 
music. One approach to overcoming this concern was perhaps the rise of Live 
Electronic Music, in which the electronic medium serves as an instrument in the 
live performance.^'' 
This notion of using electronic devices in performance has also appeared in the 
percussion repertoire. Major compositions written for percussion and electronic 
devices have included Karlheinz Stockhausen's Mikrophonie 1 (1964) for a tam-
tam, microphones, filters and potentiometers, Nigel Westlake's Fabian Theory 
(1987) for percussion and digital delay unit, and Kaija Saariaho's Six Japanese 
Garden (1994) for percussion solo and electronics. Six Japanese Garden is perhaps 
one of the earliest works that was composed in a way for the performer to have 
control over the electronic sounds in real-time. An electronic accompaniment 
written in programming environment. Max/MSP, is included in this 
Robert P. Morgan, Twentieth-Century Music : A History of Musical Style in Modern Europe and America 
(New York: W. Norton, 1991), 473. 
11 
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composition and the electronic sounds (pre-recorded audio files) are triggered 
by the performer with a MIDI pedal. 
2.3.1 Electronic Percussion Instruments 
Aside from the development of percussion repertoire including tape or live 
electronics as a part of the music compositions, there was also the rise of 
electronic percussion instruments. The involvement of the electronic music 
instruments has a long history,^' but electronic percussion instruments, such as 
Rhythmicon and Keyboard Electronic Timpani, were only invented in the early 
1930s. According to the Grove Music Dictionary, the earliest commercial 
electronic drum machine was not introduced until 1959.^^ By the 1970s, there 
were various drum interfaces available, including the first widely marketed 
commercial electronic drum - Moog 1130 Drum Controller - introduced in 1973.^' 
However, early electronic instruments offered limited controls of musical 
parameters. It was not until the availability of MIDI technology introduced in 
1983, that the situation was improved. A rise in the number of electronic 
percussion instruments being developed and made commercially, along with 
new sonic resources has expanded the increasing affordability and accessibility 
of electronic and digital technology. 
Electronic percussion music often refers to sounds that are produced with 
electronic drum pads, drum machines, and alternate MIDI controllers. With the 
advent of digital and MIDI technology, new sets of electronic and MIDI 
percussion instruments, such as AltemateMode's DrumKAT and MalletKAT 
(Figure 2.1), " Roland's V-Drums and HandSonic (Figure 2 . 2 ) , a n d the 
^^  Joel Chadabe, Electric Sound, (Upper Saddle River, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1997), 2. 
^^  Hugh Davies, "Electronic percussion," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, 
http:/ / www.oxfordmusiconline.com.virtual.anu.edu.au/subscriber/article/grove/music/47642 
(accessed November 12, 2008). 
^^Ibid. 
^"Joseph A. Paradiso, "American Innovations in Electronic Musical Instruments," New Music Box (1999), 
http: / / www.newmusicbox.org/article.nmbx?id=321 (accessed October 6, 2008). 
" KAT Percussion, http:/ / www.alternatemode.com/kat.shtml (accessed March 10, 2008). 
V-Drums, http:/ /www.roland.com/V-Drums/ (accessed March 10, 2008). 
12 
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synthesizer innovator, Don Buchla's Marimba Lumina^' have become available. 
Different interfaces have been designed to facilitate different percussion 
techniques, for example, the MalletKAT is designed for a mallet percussionist, 
and HandSonic has its application in hand drumming techniques. One of 
Buchla's devices Lightning (Figure 2.3),'^ designed for two hands holding two 
independent wands transmitting infrared signals, is perhaps quite different 
from any digital percussion instrument, although one of the foremost 
performers using Lightning is percussionist, Joel Davel. Lightning interprets the 
button activation on the wands and the x, y location, which is conveyed from 
the performer's movement." Thus, new performance techniques in playing such 
an instrument are demanded for a certain amount of virtuosity and control. 
II III II III II nuuimikmm 
F i g u r e 2 .1 : A l t e r n a t e M o d e ' s DrumKat ( left) a n d MalletKAT ( r ight) . 
F i g u r e 2 .2 : R o l a n d ' s V-Drums ( left) a n d HandSonic ( r ight) . 
Marimba Lumina, h t t p : / / w w w . b u c h l a . c o i n / m l u m i n a / (accessed March 10, 2008). 
Lightning, http:/ /www.buchla .com/l ightningS.html (accessed March 10, 2008). 
" Joel Davel, h t tp : / /www.isproduct ions .com/ joe l / l ightning.html (accessed April 5, 2008). 
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Figure 2.3: Buchla's Marimba Lamina (left) and Lightning (right). 
Although MIDI technology and its associated electronic instruments have 
opened up many communication possibilities between digital information and 
musical parameters, a major difference between the digital and the acoustic 
percussion instruments exist. It is that the repertoire for acoustic percussion 
greatly exceeds that for electronic percussion. However, the MIDI percussion 
controllers are usually seen in non-traditional and alternative performance 
practices of an experimental or improvisatory nature. 
Tony Verderosa is one of the few drummers who moved drumming forward 
into the current state of technology, as he has been performing as a soloist, "a 
one man ensemble", with the use of electronic drums and its relevant 
technology.^ Although the percussion techniques of playing drums are similar 
to playing electronic drums, differences exist, for example, the performer's 
responsibility. Tony Verderosa pointed out that "the challenge is to stop 
thinking like a drummer - the exact opposite of most studio situations. I view 
myself as a record producer who is able to play all of the elements of my 
recordings in front of a live audience."'' The responsibility of performing such 
works requires another set of skills, other than basic drum-playing techniques. 
Besides triggering recorded audio files and synthesized sounds, MIDI interfaces 
and technology can be used to trigger other materials, including images and 
video. Percussionist Amy Knoles has used the MalletKAT as an interface to 
Norman Weinberg, "Tony Verderosa - Do It Live," Percussive Notes 36, no. 5 (1998): 70. 
Ibid. 
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control not only sounds, but also video manipulation through applying 
programming techniques.^'' 
Outside of the commercial MIDI instruments, there was also the research in 
inventing custom-built percussion instruments. Radio Baton (Radio-Drum) was 
conceived by Max Matthews and built by Robert Boie in 1987.'^ Percussionist 
Andrew Schloss composed and performed a number of works for this 
instrument.^® 
Utilising MIDI and alternative instruments in performances have created new 
interaction between the performers and their instruments. While relevant 
knowledge in operating innovative instruments is demanded for composing 
purposes, the compositional approach is turning away from 'classical' music 
traditions, as the composer and performer are usually the same person. In fact, 
this form of performance is similar to the tradition in fine art, as the 
involvement of the creative process and presentation has become original and 
personal. However, the expansion of new musical instruments enables new 
musical thinking, and it is valuable to the development of contemporary music 
and art. 
2.4 The Percussionist's Future 
The role of percussionists in this constant evolution parallels the cultural 
dynamic of the time. The function of percussion is diverse. The percussion 
section in orchestral repertoire has evolved from merely reinforcing accents, to 
a more dominant position, which led to a substantial development from the late 
19"" century.^' A percussionist's tasks are no longer limited to basic timekeeping. 
Amy Knoles, http://www.sonicresolution.org/id6.html (accessed April 18, 2008). Further discussions of 
her works, please see Chapter 3.3. 
^^Max Matthews, http://emfinstitute.emf.org/exhibits/radiobaton.html (accessed September 22, 2008). 
Andrew Schloss, http:/ /www.radiodrum.com/ (accessed September 22, 2008). 
Pierre Grondines, "Varese's lonisation - the Percussion Revolution," La Scena Musicale 5, no. 10 (2000): 
32-33. 
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as new and advanced techniques are demanded from contemporary composers. 
With its sophisticated development throughout the 20* century, the percussion 
music we know today has grown into a number of canonical disciplines, 
including drum set, multiple percussion, percussion ensemble, and electronic 
percussion. 
Since the number of percussion instruments is now so vast, they are usually 
divided into two groups, pitched and non-pitched. While performing each of 
the instruments requires a range of specific techniques, in general, sound is 
produced by striking shaking, scraping, rubbing, bowing and plucking. 
Contemporary percussion repertoire has demanded techniques ranging from 
clapping hands, which may first have occurred in prehistory, to a more 
complex technique, the six-mallet marimba performing technique, which has 
only been developed in the last few decades. Also, many recent contemporary 
compositions feature the notion of multi-percussion, in which one percussionist 
is allocated to perform a number of instruments in an innovative setup. An 
important aspect of performing multi-percussion is the challenge and the 
freedom of mallet choices and setup decisions. Not only should the set-up 
facilitate the connection between actions and subtle movements, such as 
changing from drumsticks to a bass drum beater, but the set-up influences the 
way music is delivered to an audience. Thus, the role of a contemporary 
percussionist is not limited to learning various performing techniques, but also 
includes understanding of the use of space. 
Since the musique concrete era, introduced in the mid-20"' century, the composers 
have been able to manipulate real sounds electronically through signal 
processing. The standard percussion repertories were expanded to include 
works associated with tapes, digital delay systems and interactive systems. This 
ubiquity of technology in composition and performance has also added new 
techniques and responsibilities for musicians. Moreover, new electronic 
percussion instruments have also furthered the world of percussion, as we now 
witness an extended percussion expertise, such as live sample triggering with a 
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MIDI drum kit. Although basic musicianship is similar in some ways among 
the electronic percussion repertoire, when more complicated techniques are 
being discovered and developed, there is an increase in physical and 
psychological coordination for percussion performers. 
Apart from the possibilities that technology offers, adding theatrical or visual 
elements in percussion music has also pushed the boundaries of the percussion 
music. For example, Thierry De Mey's Musique de tables (1987), has 
demonstrated this approach by incorporating elements outside of the music 
tradition into percussion performance. The composition, Musique de tables 
(Table Music), is notated for three percussionists playing three tables. This piece 
explores the boundary between music making and theatre. The performers are 
given instructions to make various sound colours with parts of their hands 
including the fists, fingertips, nails, palms and knuckles. The concept of this 
piece is beyond the standard compositional approach, as it includes theatrical 
elements. Musique de tables can be seen more as a ballet for three pairs of hands, 
while the three tables used in the performance functioned as both percussion 
instruments and a performing stage for the hands. 
Pl^ 
Figure 2.4: Three percussionists performing Thierry De Mey's Musique de tables.'^ 
This notion of inserting theatrical elements into performance could also been 
found in contemporary music groups. In the late century, American music 
Chercheurs de sons, http:/ /chercheursdesons.hautetfort.com/archive/2008/07/17/musique-pour-
tables.html (accessed October 20, 2008). 
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groups such as Blue Man Group and STOMP, Dutch percussion group, Percossa, 
and New Zealand drumming group. Strike, have brought innovation to new 
percussion practice. In the late 1980s, Blue Man Group took their musical sketch 
comedy to the stage, where they combined art, science, theatre, and unique 
percussion instruments with their 'blue silence' characters.'" In 1991, STOMP 
was founded in the UK. The group uses everything but conventional percussion 
instruments for their percussive performances: rubbish bins, brooms and their 
own built instruments. In 1993 yet another group. Strike, introduced their high-
energy performances, and specialising in "movement-based or choreographed 
percussion" with a combination of different musical influences and a unique 
theatre-based staging. Another percussion group, Percossa, also adds in 
elements outside of the ordinary percussion practice into their performances, 
including 'big drums', humour, action, and a light show."" This group began 
their musical theatre experiences in the 1980s on the street busking in southern 
France, and in 1998 the group brought their musical and theatrical experiences 
to the concert hall and the theatre. Blue Man Group, STOMP, Strike, and Percossa 
have challenged previous modes of presentation in percussion performance, as 
well as expanded the range of percussion instruments to any available objects 
that can be played with percussion techniques. Moreover, they indeed raised 
the level of physicality and visual augmentations into their musical 
performances. 
With the initiative of interdisciplinary practices in art, new concepts for art and 
music creation have turned performers to occasionally adapting new 
techniques beyond merely thinking of the importance of sound producing, but 
to include other aesthetic concerns such as space and architecture. 
Fritz Mauser's cross-media projects have involved lighting designers, directors, 
dancers, musicians and architects. Fritz Hauser is a composer and percussionist 
John Lane, "Blue Man Group and Stomp: The Performers' Perspective", Percussive Notes 41, no. 6 (2003): 
10. 
Strike Percussion, http:/ / www.strike.co.nz (accessed May 22, 2008). 
Percossa, http: / / www.percQSsa.nl (accessed May 22, 2008). 
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from Switzerland, and many of his projects are focused on the design of sound 
spaces and stage settings, in particular, with the association of architects. For 
many years, Fritz Hauser has worked together with architect. Boa Baumann, 
who applied not only architectural concepts towards the realisation of Mauser's 
projects, but has also participated in the development of musical 
dramaturgies." These projects, including On time and space (1999), Klangstein 5 
(2002), and Schallmaschine (2002), have reflected the concerns of music making 
within a defined space. The fusion of architecture and music performance has 
made performance sonically and visually more engaging, as the setup of 
Mauser's On time and space (Figure 2.5) could be considered almost as 
Installation Art, and his Schallmaschine (Figure 2.6) could be thought of a sound-
space sculpture. Incorporating music and architectural ideas have expanded 
musical thinking and compositional structures, in which the exploration of an 
alternative performance space, such as stage design and the instrument's setup, 
have become part of the creative outcome. 
This chapter has outlined how percussion performance has embraced changes 
in musical creativity and thinking. The ongoing tendency of applying elements 
beyond music and sound into a concert situation has furthered the boundary of 
contemporary percussion performance. The acceptance of this evolution of 
percussion as an important practice by the public has provided percussionists 
with the confidence to continue pushing boundaries in contemporary music. 
Fritz Hauser, ht tp: / /www.fr i tzhauser .ch (accessed March 11, 2008). 
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Figure 2.5: Fritz Hauser's On time and space. 
Figure 2.6: Fritz Hauser's Schallmascntne.' 
Fritz Hauser, http://www.fritzhauser.ch (accessed March 11, 2008). 
^^Ibid. 
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Transformation and Convergence 
This third chapter acts as a bridge between the discussion concerning extra-
musical elements in percussion performances and the fourth chapter describing 
the approaches to the Hands On Stage project. This chapter reviews selected 
creative works that are influential to the conceptual development of Hands On 
Stage. It begins with a review of John Cage's Variation V, a performance event in 
the 1960s that reflected and practiced the notion of the convergence of dance, 
music and multimedia. This is followed by a discussion on issues such as the 
audience's expectations that arise from the nature of this performance practice, 
and finally, a discussion on the selected contemporary performances featuring 
the integration of various art forms through the use of digital technology is 
included. 
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3.1 Variations V: A New Turning Point 
An impetus of new music making has been the exploration of new ways to 
present sound, in which it has often led to the creation of new instruments, the 
search for new sounds from old instruments, and the exploration of new 
aesthetic communications in which music performances occasionally associate 
with elements from the visual realm. 
In the mid-1960s, various approaches of staging live performances were 
explored by joining different artistic dimensions, such as dance, music, theatre 
and film, to create a new and unexpected performance context.''^ John Cage 
pioneered further experiments in seeking such a manner of expression for his 
works. In 1965, Cage, Merce Cunningham and collaborators presented an 
experimental performance. Variations V, a 40-minute audio-visual performance 
involved collaboration among several musicians, visual/film artists, seven 
dancers, scientists and technical artists."" Special electronic devices including a 
set of photocells constructed by Bell Lab engineers, and twelve capacitance 
antennas built by Robert Moog, were made for this production."" 
The audio aspect of this work included three composers, James Tenney, 
Malcolm Goldstein and Fredric Lieberman, operating tape recorders and 
radios.^" These devices were connected to a 55-channel mixer designed by Max 
Mathews and controlled by David Tudor and Cage in the performance." 
Dancers also contributed to the sound aspect, as they could trigger sound 
sources with their movements that interrupted the lights to the photocells or the 
radius of the antennas." The visual aspect of the performance included dancers' 
movements and footage of dancers filmed by Stan Vanderbeek during 
Thomas B Holmes, Electronic and Experimental Music : Pioneers in Technology ani Composition. 2"'' ed 
(London; Routledge, 2002), 124. 
Leta E. Miller, "Institutions, Technology, and Economics - Cage, Cunningham, and Collaborators: The 
Odyssey of Variation V . " The Musical Quarterly 85, no.3 (2001): 545. 
^ 'Ibid. , at 545-546. 
Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
" I b i d , 
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rehearsals mixed with distorted television images by Nam June Paik.'^ These 
images were projected on screens behind the dancers during performance 
(Figure 3.1). 
3.1: John Cage's Variations 
This hybrid performance practice was influential to the emergence of 
experimental music practice, as its notion often centred on the idea of breaking 
boundaries, and Variations V was clearly one such an example. However, the 
concept of involving extra-musical elements in Western art music is not new, as 
opera has always been an art form of many disciplines. In addition to writing 
for opera, German composer, Richard Wagner developed the concept of 
'reunifying' various media. In his essays of 1949-51, Wagner used a term. 
" Ibid., at 546. 
ht^^/avfestival.co.uk/public/press/images/event_images/images/ cage/3_Cage.jpg (accessed 
November 10, 2008). 
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Gesamtkunstwerk ('total work of art'), defining his notion of reunification of the 
arts. He argued the synthesis of the elements of dance, music and poetry in 
ancient Greek drama was an ideal combination, and the division of these 
elements into each genre diminished the expressive potential when separated 
from each other." Nonetheless, the 'compositional' approach in Variation V is 
quite different from Wagner's notion and the opera tradition. First, the applied 
media elements were different, as 20* century technology offered new 
resources, such as film. Second, Variation V is not an ordinary 'composed work' 
as it followed logically from some of Cage's earlier works, in which the notion 
of 'indeterminacy' and 'happening' were involved.'^ 
Many works of John Cage involve with the concept of indeterminacy. In fact, 
this compositional approach can be traced to earlier works, including Imaginary 
Landscape NoA for 12 radios (1951) and Music of Changes for solo piano (1951) in 
which the two compositions were written in an identical system using chance.'^ 
Cage developed the 'chance' compositional method involved the 1-Ching, the 
traditional Chinese book of wisdom. He pre-defined materials and designed the 
system before utilising the chance procedures, such as tossing coins. Although 
this application of chance procedure suggested much uncertainty, yet this was 
different to his indeterminate composition. Variation V, as Cage explained, 
"Bringing about indeterminacy is bringing about a situation in which things 
would happen that are not under my control. Chance operations can guide me 
to a specific result."'* 
It was in 1952, Cage and Cunningham, along with painter, Robert 
Rauschenberg and others, produced an event at Black Mountain College. This 
Barry Millington, "Gesamtkunstwerk," The New Grove Dictionary of Opera, Grove Music Online, Oxford 
Mtp:/AvlTw.oxfordniusiconl ine .com.vir tual .anu.edu.au/subscr iber/ar t ic le /grove/m 
(accessed December 5 ,2008) . j ^ „ u . xu 
" Leta E. Miller, "Institutions, Technology, and Economics - Cage, Cunningham, and Collaborators: Ihe 
Odyssey of Variation V . " The Musical Quarterly 85, no.3 (2001); 546. 
James Pritchett and Laura Kuhn, "Cage, John," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Onlme, 
http: / / w w w .oxfordmusiconl ine .com.vir tual .anu.edu,au/subscr iber /ar t ic le /grove/music /49908 
(accessed November 13,2008) . w • D 
Sabine Feisst, "Losing Control: Indeterminacy and Improvisation in Music Since 1950, New Music box 
(2002), ht tp : / / w w w .newmusicbox .org /page .nmbx? id=35 tp01 (accessed on November 10, 2008). 
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untitled mixed-media event has often been referred to as the first event of 
'happening', although the term was first used later in the title for Cage's 
student, Allan Kaprow's 18 Happening in 6 Parts (1959).®' Nevertheless, the event 
at Black Mountain College was beyond 'pure' music as it involved visual and 
theatrical elements.*"" 
Variation V clearly followed the compositional attitude of Cage's earlier works 
mentioned above. Variation V can be regarded as a mixed-media work," and 
works associate with terms such as 'mixed media' and 'multimedia' frequently 
involve some degree of indeterminacy." Moreover, the score of Variation V, 
written after the performance event, consists of 37 remarks, which provide 
information on resources, equipment, and sound generating method, but leaves 
its realisation indeterminate. In other words. Cage allowed flexibility in the 
realisation of Variation V. 
One of the most significant and unprecedented factors in Variation V was the 
concept of dance movement activating sound. Such a concept established new 
expressive possibilities along with innovative interactions to be explored. In 
Variations V, dancers could be considered as musicians too, in which they 
"articulated [both] the performance space... and the sound space"." Also, to 
choreograph such dance routines, one must consider the physical movements 
in relation to both aural and visual effects. This notion of converging elements 
across various disciplines opened up a new performance paradigm, which 
could be considered as interdisciplinary art practices. Variation V is a clear 
example of the convergence of the arts that shifts the audience's focus from 
listening to watching, from music to theatre. Nonetheless, Variations V could 
not have taken place without the collaboration of specialists and artists from 
Johannes Birringer, "Contemporary Performance/Technology", Theatre Journal 51, no.4 (1996): 361-381. 
Michael Nyman, Experimental Music : Cage and Beyond (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 
" However, Grove Music Online Dictionary has described Cage's Variation V as an audio-visual 
performance. , , r- j a • 
Robert P Morgan, Twentieth-Century Music ; History of Musical Style in Modern Europe and America 
(New York: W.Nor ton , 1991), 448-449. . 
A quote of Gordon Mumma from Leta E. Miller, "Institutions, Technology, and Economics - Cage, 
Cunningham, and Collaborators: The Odyssey of Variation V . " The Musical Quarterly 85, no.3 (2001): 546. 
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different fields. Moreover, without the availability of sophisticated 
technologies, innovative music and art practices as such would not be possible. 
3.2 Engaging with the Audience 
It is frequently evident that the 'contemporary classical' composer follows 
his/her muse and composes music only to express his/her ideas."^Thus, the 
music is not created with the audience in mind. This suggests that the musical 
accessibility for an audience is perhaps less a concern than the composer's 
musical expression. However, if the composer wishes to share the musical ideas 
with the public, the matter of sustaining and engaging the audience needs to be 
considered. In current performance situations, to attract an audience, whether 
the audience likes the performance or not, has become a rather crucial necessity 
for continuing creative practice. Moreover, in a computer/electronic music 
performance context, the difficulty in attracting an audience has increased, as 
its experimental nature challenges the pre-existing relationship between 
performer's action and sound production. 
A performance is like a dialogue between performer, instrument, and audience, 
in which, to some extent, constant interaction and communication take place. In 
New York City based composer and improviser, Sam Pluta's article. Maximize 
Information Flow: How to Make Successful Live Electronic Music, he describes this 
interaction/communication as 'information exchange', in which "a number of 
data streams over which information can flow". In an instrumental 
performance setting, the 'information exchange' between the performer and 
instrument occurs in an apparent way, as much physicality is involved in 
making music. This observable interaction draws audience's attention, as it 
provides enough information for the audience to relate to what is happening. 
William Kraft, "The Audience is Not the Only Arbiter," New Music Box (2007), 
http- / / newmusicbox.org / article,nmbx?id=5360 (accessed January 23, 2009). 
Sam Pluta, "Maximize Information Flow; How to Make Successful Live Electronic Music, New Music 
Box (2008), http: / / www .newmusicbox.org/article .nmbx?id=5614 (accessed January 23, 2009). 
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However, in certain computer music performances, the experiential exchange 
between performer and audience becomes rather challenging. 
The advent of music technology in the 20*'' century has changed the way music 
is created, presented, listened and preserved, and has unfolded new approaches 
toward creative and experimental practices. The application of the computer as 
a musical instrument has raised new performance issues, as the relationships 
between the performer and the production of sound lacks transparency or 
recognisable cause-and-effect. Thus, it is likely for the audience to lose interest 
in the performance, as the aesthetic dynamic fails to flow. This issue can be 
exemplified in the case of laptop computer performance as there is an obvious 
disconnection between the performer and the sound produced. 
In percussionist Andrew Schloss' article. Using Contemporary Technology in Live 
Performance: The Dilemma of the Performer, he emphasised the visual aspects of 
the performer's physical interactions and that the mappings of gesture and 
sound should be carefully considered for the audience, in order to make a 
convincing performance."'On the other hand, in the article. The Object of 
Performance: Aural Performantivity in Contemporary Laptop Music, Sydney based 
performer, Caleb Stuart stated that the audience needed to shift their focus from 
the visual aspects to the 'aural performativity' in order to come to understand 
the nature of laptop performance.''' I have taken a position between these two 
arguments in the research outlined later in this thesis. 
However, the motivation to attract an audience still exists, as we have 
witnessed subtle transformations in laptop performance in the past few years 
trying to improve the apparent experiential connection between the performer 
and audience. First, there is the rise of 'live coding', a process of writing 
programs to generate sound in real-time. Performers of 'live coding' practice 
W. A. Schloss, "Using Contemporary Technology in Live Performance: The Dilemma of the Performer," 
louniat of New Music Research 32, no. 3 {2003): 239. . __ 
Caleb Stuart, "The Object of Performance: Aural Performantivity in Contemporary Laptop Music, 
Contemporary Music Review 22, no. 4 (2003): 59. 
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often project their laptop screens onto a large display for the audience to view. 
This setting has allowed the performer to gain trust from the audience, as the 
myth of "is he playing music, or did he just press play in iTunes and is now 
checking his email"^® is resolved; but simply showing the programming code to 
the audience does not improve the communication flow, as even an audience 
with programming knowledge might struggle to fully understand the code and 
its sonic result. Thus, a second transformation is seen in these laptop 
performances incorporating visual materials. This notion can be seen in 
performances of the Australian based live coding duo, aa-cell (Andrew Brown 
and Andrew Sorensen),"" and European audiovisual laptop duo, klipp av (Nick 
Collins and Fredrik Olofsson)."" Although the approach of incorporating the 
visual materials in the laptop performance is different between the two duos, 
the emergence of the visual stimuli has enhanced information flow in a 
performance network. As a result, the audiovisual approach in laptop 
performance has captured the attention of the audience, and has further 
allowed the exploration toward an engaging performance. Another approach to 
sustain the audience's attention can been seen in performances of Princeton 
Laptop Orchestra (PLOrk)^' and Stanford Laptop Orchestra (SLOrk)^^ The 
laptop orchestra comprises a number of performers, and each playing the 
computer-based meta-instrument, which consists of a laptop, a multi-channel 
hemispherical speaker, a range of control devices, and software developed in 
programming languages, ChucK and Max/MSPHere, the speakers for laptop 
orchestra attempt to imitate the way acoustic instrument radiate sound, and 
each player is responsible for monitoring the sounds they make. The spatial 
dimensions of the sounds that the laptop orchestra provides has enhanced the 
experiential exchange between the performer and audience. 
Sam Pluta, "Maximize Information Flow: How to Make Successful Live Electronic Music , " 
h t t p / / w w w . n e w m u s i c b o x . o r g / a r t i c l e . n m b x ? i d = 5 6 1 4 (accessed January 23, 2009). __ 
A n d r e w Sorensen and Andrew Brown, "aa-cell in practice: an approach to musical live coding, 
http- / / impromptu.moso.com.au / extras / aa-cell-icmc07,pdf (accessed December 12, 2008). 
Nick Collins and Fredrik Olofsson, "kl ipp av: Live Algorithmic Splicing and Audiovisual Event 
Capture," Computer Music Journal 30, r\o. 2 (2006): 8AS. 
Princeton Laptop Orchestra, h t tp : / /p lork .cs .pr ince ton .edu/ (accessed February 21, 2009). 
^^  Stanford Laptop Orchestra, http: / / s lork .s tanford.edu/ (accessed February 21, 2009). 
D. Trueman, et al. "PLOrk: The Princeton Laptop Orchestra, Year 1," Proceedings of the 2006 International 
Computer Music Conference, 443-450. 
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What needs to be recognised is that the nature of the performances vary under 
different performance contexts. With performances that are presented in the 
Western art music tradition today, audiences are often expected to respond 
passively and remain silent, and these performances often depends on an 
expectation of virtuosity and take place in the concert hall context. On the other 
hand, audiences respond with tangible expressions of freedom in alternative 
and informal performance venues, such as parks, stadiums, and small clubs. 
Whatever the performers or audience's actions are, the fundamental rationale of 
performance is a gathering of the two groups of people, in the one place 
participating and sharing an experience. 
3.3 Performer Interactivity and Media Integration 
Human/Computer interaction has become a subject of intense study in 
contemporary music practice, and indeed factored into a large part of our 
everyday lives. Interactivity between performer and technology continue as a 
crucial part of Media performance, and is increasingly made possible through 
the integration of software and hardware devices. As current technology has 
allowed new communication possibilities, system integration through 
communication protocols such as MIDI and Open Sound Control (OSC) have 
opened up new approaches in creating real-time interactive performances. This 
is evident in varied contexts of contemporary music and dance performances. 
An early example can be seen in an Australian collaborative music/dance 
project. Fair Exchanges, where movement controls sound. This project applied 
the 3DIS (Three Dimensional Interactive Space) system, developed by Simon 
Veitch,'^ to a dance performance, allowing a new relationship between body 
movement and sound making to be explored. Fair Exchanges: Hear the Dance, See 
the Music, was made during 1988 and 1989 by Australian artists. Warren Burt, 
Warren Burt, "Fair Exchanges," Writing on Dance 5 (1990): 38. 
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Ros Bandt, Shona Innes, Sylvia Staehli and Jane Refshauge." Here, the 3DIS 
system was used to analyse information from the input devices, television 
cameras, and the output devices were musical synthesizers and samplers/*" The 
computer calculated the brightness level of a particular area, and the computer 
sent a signal to trigger a sound event, such as a synthesizer to play a certain 
pitch or a sampled sound. ^^  Different relationships between sound and 
movement, as well as various ways of using the 3DIS system were explored in 
the six pieces, created as the outcome of Fair Exchanges. In the first three pieces, 
the connection between sound and movement was more obvious, as one 
gesture in one area produced one predictable sound event/® In the last three 
pieces, different approaches were taken with the 3DIS system, in which the 
correlation between dancers' movements and mapped sound events was less 
apparent/' 
Another example of interactive dance performance is A String, produced by 
artists in Korea in 2005. A Strit7g, shadowgraphs for dance performance 'stay 
still', was conceived by a choreographer, a dancer, a composer, and an 
interactive visual artist, Jaegon Lee, who built the interactive system for this 
p e r f o r m a n c e . T w o open source applications, processing" (a programming 
environment for visual designers) and wiring(a physical computing 
hardware/software system), were involved in creating this dance performance, 
where a new correlation between dancer's movement and projected images was 
explored. Although a limited description of this work is available, the video clip 
on the creator's website has shown that the 'string', projected on the stage 
background follows the dancer's position. The overall visual aspect of this 
dance solo has been expanded into three visual elements: the actually body of 
Ros Bandt, Sound Sculpture : Intersections in Sound and Sculpture in Australian Artworks (Sydney, N.S.W.; 
Craftsman House, 2001), 84. 
Warren Burt, "Fair Exchanges," Writing on Dance 5 (1990): 38-40. 
^^Ibid. 
Ibid. 
^'Ibid. 
™ Jaegon Lee, "A String," http://tokage.cafe24.com/string.htm (accessed July 12, 2008). 
" Processing, http://www.processing.org (accessed December 14, 2008). 
Wiring, http://www.wiring.org.co/ (accessed December 14, 2008). 
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the dancer, the shadow of the body, and the projected 'string' images. I found 
this visually engaging as the three visual elements augmented the movement of 
human body. 
Figure 3.2: Jaegon Lee and collaborators' A String. 
Incorporating visual elements into music performance has also become 
essential in performances of both high art and popular culture. As we are 
currently living in a visual world, much music these days is presented with 
visual stimuli. For instance, the arrival of MTV in popular culture has changed 
the way music can be delivered, and its influential impact on the general public 
has made it a mainstream marketing venture for record companies. Also, as 
discussed in the earlier chapter, the performance approach in contemporary 
percussion music has expanded to include theatrical elements, in which the 
performer's action has moved beyond merely producing sound with 
instruments. Moreover, in some contemporary classical music concerts, 
projected images or special lightings are utilised to enhance the visual aspect of 
the overall performance. Nonetheless, in the above examples, the visual 
elements often do not have direct association to the music itself nor the 
performer's action. The pre-defined visual material merely serves as an 
augmented element in performance, and is not interactive with the music. 
Jaegon Lee, "A String", http;/ /tolcage.cafe24.com/string.htm (accessed July 12, 2008). 
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One such example is Video Phase (2000), a modern version of Steve Reich's Piano 
Phase (1967), created and performed by percussionist, David Cossin, who is also 
a member of Bang on a Can All-Stars.^* As the title suggests. Video Phase involves 
the use of video projection in performance. Steve Reich's Piano Phase was 
composed for two pianists playing two pianos. The concept of this piece is the 
phasing of repeated patterns, as one performer plays the pattern in a fixed 
tempo while the other performer gradually increases tempo. In Video Phase, the 
percussionist, seats behind a screen, and performs in real-time against the pre-
recorded video of him playing the piece on MIDI percussion pads programmed 
to sound like a piano. Although the performer has no control over the visual 
material in real-time, this approach has enabled the audience to 'hear' the 
development of pattern phasing with their eyes. 
i 
K 
Figure 3.3: D a v i d Coss in p e r f o r m i n g Video Phase."^ 
In (New) Media Art practice, the visual materials have been used in a more 
interactive manner, in which the correlation between computer processed 
audiovisual outcome and the body of the performer is concerned. The 
integration of audiovisual material and the human body has resulted in further 
Bang on a Can All-Stars, http:/ / www .bangonacan.org/alLstars/david_cossin (accessed November 30, 
2008) 
Youtube, http:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnM_o-oj5uO (accessed November 30, 2008) 
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expansion of contemporary art practice, as such areas including visual music, 
interactive installation, and audiovisual works, have emerged in the last few 
decades. Media performance practice has often involved the exploration of 
converting physical data into computer data with the use of technologies, 
including sensor devices, computer vision systems, and MIDI instruments. 
However, performing music and art with/through electronic means has 
generated compositional and performance issues, as the crossover relationship 
between body movements, sound making and visual materials, has a potential 
to be extremely complicated and differ from pre-existing practices. Nonetheless, 
media technology has facilitated the varied forms of film, music, theatre, 
performance, and dance to develop further. 
This convergence of audiovisual materials into performance not only has 
become an essential component in current Media practice, but it has also altered 
the focus of audience's listening and viewing experiences. A number of selected 
artworks, considered influential to the creation of the research project. Hands 
On Stage, are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Sein & Zeit #1- Mass and Media (2001) 
Sein & Zeit, a collaborative project by Masahiro Miwa, Masayuki Akamatsu, 
Shinjiro Maeda, and Yasuhito Nagahara, consisted of three realisations; the first 
one was realised in 2001 and the other two were realised in 2003. The project 
title, meaning 'being and time', was adopted from German philosopher, Martin 
Heidegger. The creators interpreted this German term as a representation of 
"an attempt to consider what forms audio and visual information take when 
accompanied by a time axis, and how they are interrelated"."^ The first 
realisation. Mass and Media, was a percussion performance piece, presented by 
percussionist, Toshio Koiso. The stage setup of the performance comprised a 
large video screen, along with speakers and standard percussion instruments. 
Other equipment, including computers were placed underneath the screen. The 
Masayuki Akamatsu, "Mass and Media," http://www.iamas.ac.jp/~aka/sein_zeit/mm-e.html 
(accessed October 24, 2008). 
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microphones and drum triggers used here were designed for the percussionist 
to have control over the visual material, such as changing the television 
channel. However, the percussionist was asked to act merely as a medium and 
perform according to the music score without knowing the content of the 
television program.®' In addition, this performance system and setup were used 
as a prototype for the other two realisations of the same project, Sein & Zeit.^^ 
F i g u r e 3 .4 : Sein & Zeit # I - Mass and Media, a pro jec t b y M a s a y u k i A k a m a t s u a n d 
c o l l a b o r a t o r s , a n d p e r f o r m e d b y percuss ion i s t , T o s h i o Koiso.®' 
Men in the Cities (1990/2003) 
This audiovisual piece was created and performed by Multimedia artist and 
percussionist. Amy Knoles. As described in the program note on 
SonicResolution website,"" the visual material of Men in the Cities was originally 
created in 1990 using a computer program, UP-BEAT, however, the interactive 
video component was reworked in 2003 with a programming environment, 
Isadora.'' Through striking a MIDI percussion interface, the performer generated 
both sound and visual events in real-time. Although many percussionists have 
performed with the MalletKAT, this has been primarily for the production of 
sound. Amy Knoles' audiovisual work shows that the role of a contemporary 
percussionist can be extended in such a direction, in which the percussionist 
' " I b i d . 
" ' I b i d . 
90 A m y Knoles, http;/ /www,sonicresolution.org/id21.html (accessed April 29, 2008). 
' ' Isadora, http://www.troikatronix.com/isadora.html (accessed April 29, 2008). 
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takes the role of performing sound and image coherently. The employment of 
visual materials in performance has unfolded new areas for exploring further 
relations between image and sound to be established. 
Light Music (2004) 
Thierry De Mey's Light Music is a work written for a "conductor/soloist" to 
perform with projection equipment and interactive systems designed by 
Christophe Lebreton." It was composed during De Mey's residences in the 
studios of GRAME in Lyon and GEME in Marseille, two national centres for 
musical creation in France. Its first performance took place at the Musiques en 
Scene Biennale in Lyon in March 2004, and percussionist, Jean Geoffroy, took 
the performer role as the "conductor/soloist"." Thierry De Mey, a Belgian 
composer and filmmaker, often collaborates with dancers, and these works 
have included Rosas danst Rosas (choreographies by Anne-Teresa De 
Keersmaeker), Le poids de la main (choreographies by W. Vandekeybus).'" Apart 
from the dance/film production, many of his compositions have reflected his 
creative interests in an interdisciplinary manner; his Musique de Tables 
mentioned in Chapter Two and Light Music are examples of such. In Light 
Music, a new movement-sensing technology is utilised to explore the inter-
relationship between movements and Media technology. It is described as "the 
tension at the frontier the between movements and sound produced; between 
visuals and sound; between written choreography and music."'' The performer 
in Light Music plays no musical instruments, as the sounds and musical 
sequences are generated with hand movements waving in the air, similar to an 
orchestral conductor's action, thus the piece is noted for a "conductor/soloist" 
to perform. As the title suggested, the music is made with "light", "the changes 
in the patches of luminescence being the determining factor in the seizing of the 
movements.""^ Through email contact with the Light Music performer, Jean 
GRAME, "Light Music," http:/ /www.grame.fr/Productions/LIGHT_MUSIC-GB.pdf (accessed 
December 13, 2008). 
" I b i d . 
'Mbid. 
" I b i d . 
'Mbid. 
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Geoffrey, I was fortunate enough to receive a promotional DVD copy of Light 
Music, thus making further observations. In Light Music, not only music and 
movements are correlated, but projected images are also related to the 
movements. The performer dresses in black and stands in the dark. It seems 
that the camera or the sensors transform the hands waving under the light onto 
the screen, as the projected images are the performer's hand movements with 
special visual effects in blue. The immediate connection between movements, 
sounds and visuals has resulted in an incredibly engaging performance. 
% $ 
Figure 3.5: Thierry De Mey's Light Music performed by Jean Geoffroy. 
This chapter has outlined various creative approaches that reflect the notion of 
extra musical elements in contemporary music practices. With the advent of 
music technology and its integration with media technology, contemporary 
performance is seem to have a new creative frontier. Moreover, although many 
recent Media performances are a result of collaborative efforts between various 
disciplines, and the performances are usually presented with a number of 
G R A M E , "Light Music/ ' http; / / www.grame . f r /Product ions /LIGHT_MUSlC-GB.pdf (accessed 
December 13, 2008). 
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artists on stage as each artist contributes something unique to the overall 
performance, the technological integration has also allowed various aspects to 
be operated by one performer. In fact, most of the creative works discussed in 
Chapter 3.3 are such performances featuring a solo performer situated to 
interact with both audio and visual material. 
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Hands On Stage 
Design, Construction and Creative Outcome 
One characteristic of percussion is that it's open to anything else than 
what it already has. The strings in the orchestra are not that way - they 
want to become more and more what they are; but the percussion wants 
to become other than what it is.'® 
- John Cage. 
This chapter describes the creative component to this thesis, known as the 
Hands On Stage project. The Hands On Stage project arises from experiences of 
being a percussionist, and the performance interface is designed from a 
percussionist's perspective. This chapter traces this performance interface's 
evolution over matters of relevant technology, interface design, physical 
construction, implementation, mappings of data, and creative outcomes. 
A quote of John Cage from Toth, Benjamin. "PASIC '99 New Music/Research Day A John Cage 
Retrospective," Percussive Notes 37, no.5 (1999): 71. 
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4.1 Precedence and Concept 
The Hands On Stage project pursued a new performance approach that brought 
together aspects of percussion performance and Media Art as a creative practice 
situating in a performance context. While current media technology offers the 
prospect of integration of many possible elements across different disciplines, 
the focus of this project has been to configure a media space that gives the 
performer control over both sound and image processing in real-time. 
Moreover, it has also been my intention to bring the performer's actions away 
from the computer keyboard to another surface where the correlation between 
the physical action and the result of media processing could be seen at the same 
time. To realise this idea, a special performance interface. Hands On Stage, was 
custom-built to suit this research purpose. 
Before actual construction of the physical interface, preliminary research 
included acquiring fundamental knowledge of programming, as well as 
searching for relevant hardware materials and software technologies to 
facilitate the communication of the three central aspects; performer's 
movements, sound and visual elements. 
The first step was seeking a method to convert the performer's physical 
movement into digital data. Two distinctive approaches, sensor-based 
technology and object-tracking method, were considered. While sensor-based 
technology could perhaps offer a more precise response to performer's action, it 
would demand a sophisticated technical knowledge. Due to time limitation, 
object-tracking method was employed, as it was easier to implement and more 
time could be spent on the creative side of the research, such as making 
decisions on mapping. Moreover, this method has shown increasing popularity 
over the last few years, thus the performance system designed for this interface 
can continuously be upgraded in the future as the technology progresses. 
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A basic object-tracking system consists of a computer running relevant software 
that analyses images captured from a video camera. Various computer 
applications for object-tracking method are available. These have included 
Isadora,^^ EyesWeb/°° and Max/MSP/Jitter'". Moreover, the recent publication of 
TUIO'"^ protocol has opened up a new realm for object tracking purpose, and it 
has been made available for external clients such as Quartz Composer, Processing, 
Max/MSP, and Pure Data. In addition, other open source applications 
emphasising blob-tracking environment have included OpenTouch/BBTouch,^"* 
Touchlib,^°^ and Toche Detailed discussion on these applications and the 
hardware materials can be found on the NUI (Natural User Interface) Group 
website.'"^ However, for the current version of the Hands On Stage interface, 
Isadora was employed, as it offered more functionality in image processing. 
The second step was to sketch an idea for the physical interface structural 
design with one specific condition. That was the interface must function as a 
platform for the exploration of convergent aspects of percussion performance 
and Media Art. I began to review the percussion repertoire that I have 
performed over the past years, and the idea of utilising a table as the interface 
came on my mind as I remembered performing Thierry De Mey's composition, 
Musique de Tables. This piece is composed for three percussionists who produce 
sounds by striking a table in various ways with their hands. Hands On Stage 
could be seen as an extension of De Mey's piece, not only because it is a table 
interface, but also the performer's actions in sound making includes striking the 
table surface. 
Isadora, http://www.troikatronix.com/isadora.htinl (accessed April 29, 2008). 
EyesWeb, http:/ /www.infomus.org/EywMain.html (accessed December 12, 2008) 
" " Max/MSP/Ji t ter , http: / / www .cycling74.com/products/max5 (accessed December 12, 2008). 
M. Kaltenbrunner, T. Bovermann, R. Bencina, and E. Costanza, "TUIO - A Protocol for Table Based 
Tangible User Interfaces," Proceedings of the 6th International Workshop on Gesture w Human-Computer 
Interaction and Simulation, Vannes, France, 2005. 
reacTIVision, http://mtg.upf.edu/reactable/7software (accessed December 12,2008). 
OpenTouch, http://code.google.eom/p/opentouch/ (accessed December 12, 2008). 
Touchlib, http: / / www .nuigroup.com/touchlib/ (accessed December 12, 2008). 
Toche, http://gkaindl.com/software/touche/ (accessed December 12, 2008). 
NUI Group, http://nuigroup.com/ (accessed December 12, 2008). 
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Contemporary musical thinking has often meant finding new ways to present 
music, and one approach in doing so is by making new instruments. There has 
been a range of tabletop interfaces for music making, and the following 
illustrates two of them. 
The reacTable is a multi-user music instrument with a tabletop tangible user 
interface developed at the MTG in Barcelona.""'This music instrument is based 
on a translucent table with a video camera, for tracking purpose, and a 
projector, which draws dynamic animations on its surface, placed beneath. The 
camera tracks the position and orientation of the objects, as the users interact 
with them to control the parameters of a sound synthesiser. 
The Morph Table is also a tabletop interface designed for collaborative music 
making.'"' Developed by Rene Wooller, Andrew Brown and Kate Thomas at the 
Queensland University of Technology, the Morph Table comprises a software 
system and a tabletop hardware for the movement of cubes, which represent 
algorithmic parameters for generating s o u n d . O n e or more users stand 
around the interface, and interact by moving the cubes on the tabletop. 
However, the Hands On Stage interface differs in four obvious aspects. First, 
reacTable and Morph Table are designed for collaborative music making, whereas 
the Hands On Stage interface is designed for one specialist user. Second, instead 
of using the reacTVision video tracking system, the Hands On Stage system 
utilises position-tracking techniques. Third, there are two contact microphones 
attached to the performance surface, therefore, the table surface is a touch 
sensitive area as one of the sound sources comes from the vibration of the table 
surface picked up by these microphones. Fourth, the visual outcome is 
displayed onto a screen as an extended gesture of the performer's movements 
(Figure 4.1). 
Sergi Jorda and et al., "The readable*" (paper presented at the International Computer Music 
Conference, Barcelona, Spain, 2005). • „ , 
i'® Andrew Brown et al., "The Morph Table: A collaborative interface for musical mteraction (paper 
presented at the Australasian Computer Music Conference, Canberra, Australia, 2007). 
^"Ibid. 
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Figure 4.1: Hands On Stage performance set-up at the OpenFrame'08 video night performance. 
As mentioned earlier. Hands On Stage not only is an interface for sound 
processing, but it also functions as an interface for image processing. With a 
web camera hidden under the table surface, the captured and processed images 
are projected on to a large screen behind the performer, as well as used for 
motion tracking purposes. This performance interface enables the performer to 
have control over pre-configured parameters of the designed sound synthesis, 
pattern manipulation, and visual effects. Thus, the Hands On Stage project 
aimed to push the percussion performance practice into a relatively new realm -
a sound and image integrated media space. 
4.2 Physical Interface Construction 
The physical interface emerged through various experiments to achieve a 
hinctional prototype. The construction of the physical interface was based on 
simple principles. With the use of inexpensive and accessible material and 
technology, the interface body was custom-built with help from the Furniture 
Workshop at the ANU School of Art. 
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Hands On Stage is a plywood structure with a Perspex performance surface, two 
contact microphones, a web camera and a Wiimote attached and used as a part 
of the interface (Figure 4.2). Five sheets of plywood form the sides and the 
adjustable base. The tabletop is a piece of Perspex covered with a sheet of 
drafting film (Figure 4.3). The translucent material is placed on top of the 
Perspex because more interesting sounds can be produced from a less smooth 
surface. The translucent material can also be placed underneath the Perspex. 
The ideal environment for motion tracking would be placing a light coloured 
object against a black background. However, the lighting set-up of Hands On 
Stage is the opposite. After discovering the possibility of reversing the colour of 
captured images, black shadows are produced against a light-colour 
background. This method allows both dark and light objects to be used for 
capturing and tracking purpose in the performance. The idea of the lighting set-
up comes from the concept of 'shadow play', where the shadows are based on 
light penetrating through a translucent surface. Here, the shadows are cast 
using a desk lamp positioned above and directed towards the performance 
surface, which is covered with the drafting film to help diffuse lighting. 
Figure 4.2: Operational components of Hands On Stage. 
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F i g u r e 4 .3 : M e c h a n i c a l d e s c r i p t i o n of the p e r f o r m a n c e s u r f a c e se tup . 
The interface control and connectivity, shown in Figure 4.4, are defined in this 
paragraph. Two contact microphones are placed diagonally opposite and 
underneath the performance surface, and they are connected to a recording 
interface. An M-Audio FireWire 410 audio box is used throughout most of the 
experiments and performances. This FireWire recording interface is connected 
to a Macintosh computer running the audio application SuperCollider.'" Also, 
there is also a web camera connected to this computer running video software, 
Isadora,'" and it is placed underneath the performance surface. However, one 
issue occurred while experimenting with a FireWire iSight camera. When the 
camera is active, it tends to change the computer's audio input setting to iSight's 
built-in microphone. It is possibly a FireWire conflict, since the iSight and the 
M-Audio box are both FireWire devices. As a result, the M-Audio box crashes 
whenever the iSight is active. One solution to this problem was to replace the 
camera by an Ecamm Network iMage camera or an Xbox LIVE Vision camera. 
These are two of the few products compatible and driver-less for the Macintosh. 
Supercol l ider , http:/ /www.audiosynth.com (accessed April 29, 2008). 
Isadora, http://www.troikatronix.com/isadora.htinl (accessed April 29, 2008). 
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After configuring the audio and visual components, it was soon realised that 
more control over the operation of the Hands On Stage was necessary. One quick 
and inexpensive solution was to incorporate the use of a commercially available 
product, the Nintendo's Wii Remote (Wiimote) controller; however, it is also 
possible to utilise a MIDI controller or an Arduino"^ with sensors as an 
alternative. Wiimote's main function here is selecting different sound synthesis 
and visual effects, as well as enabling to receive tracking data. A mount to hold 
Wiimote was added as an extension to the interface on the left side of the 
performance surface. 
Bluetooth 
Computer Computer 
Audio ^ - DSC - -C> Video 
Software Software 
Figure 4.4: Diagram of operational connectivity. 
Arduino, http://www.arduino.cc/ (accessed November 30, 2008). 
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4.3 Performance System 
The performance system was approached and constructed as three stages: input 
control data, control data analysis, and mapping analysed data to sound and 
image processing. Throughout the process of the system design, it was 
important to fully explore all kinds of possibilities with focus between 
performer's movements and the logical outcome. However, after the interface 
was constructed, the system design was finalised and configured in two 
programming environments, a real-time audio synthesis programming 
language - SuperCollider,™ and a graphic programming environment - Isadora."^ 
I felt that these applications would provide an opportunity to gain knowledge 
of programming through different contexts, as one is a graphics programming 
environment and the other one is a text-based environment. In addition, the 
sound output is played through speakers and the image output is projected 
onto a projector screen. Figure 4.5 illustrates the integration of components 
involved in using the Hands On Stage interface, and the numbers in this figure 
indicates the order of events. 
The inter-relationship of these components is describes in this paragraph. With 
the use of two contact microphones, a web camera, and the Wiimote, control 
data is generated by the performer's actions including striking the table surface, 
positioning hands or other objects on a specific spot on the performance 
surface, and Wiimote button activation. The input data is received and analysed 
in either SuperCollider or Isadora, followed by the data communication between 
mapped parameters via Open Sound Control (OSC) messaging. OSC is a 
protocol that allows two applications to communicate with each other either on 
one computer or computers on the same network. However, the current system 
is designed for one computer (MacBook Pro 2.4 GHz)."^ Finally, the audiovisual 
outputs are projected in the performance space. 
" " Supercollider, http:/ / www.audiosynth.com (accessed April 29, 2008). 
Isadora, http;/ / www.troikatronix.com/isadora.html (accessed April 29, 2008). 
It is also possible to run the two software on multiple computers, as long as the computers are on the 
same network. 
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^ P r o j e c t o r ^ - - I n f l u e n c e — P e r f o r m e r — I n f l u e n c e - - > Speakers 
(4) (1) 
Video Output Image Input 
(1) (1) (4) 
Sound Input Audio Output 
N / 
Isadora 
V y 
Wiimote - (2) HID SC 
(2) 
Tracking Data 
(3) OSC 
(3) OSC 
(2) 
Annplitude.kr 
Wiimote Data 
Figure 4.5: Diagram of the inter-relationship between performer, sound, and image. 
Note that ' S C is representing as SuperCollider. 
4,3.1 Sound - SuperCollider 
All sound related elements, such as the audio input analysis and the real-time 
sound recording and processing, are handled in SuperCollider. The control data 
of Wiimote is also received in SuperCollider. As mentioned earlier, OSC 
communication is used throughout this system to send messages between 
applications (external clients), however it is also used here to send messages 
within its own environment (internal clients). 
In this performance system, OSC messaging handled in SuperCollider is divided 
into three groups: Wiimote data, amplitude analysis, and Isadora data. Once the 
control data is generated and sent to the SC server, it will need to be processed 
through a client side responder, OSCresponder, registered with a specific 
network address and port number. The data flow of such a process is shown in 
Figure 4.6 
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(b) OSC ( address: server, '/tr', {event}) 
(c) Send message 
(A) SendTrig.kr (triggerlD) 
(B) OSC ( address: server, ['/tr', nodelD, triggerlD], {event}) 
(C) Send message 
(1) Eye actor + OSC Transmit acXor 
(2) OSC (address: nil, '/isadora/port#', {event}) 
(3) Send Message 
Figure 4.6: Data flow. Note that ' S C represents as SuperCollider. 
Wiimote Data 
The Wiimote button activation sends Bluetooth HID data to the computer, and it 
is received in SuperCollider with a Wiimote implementation developed by Pete 
Moss."'' After starting the Wiimote device, the control data is retrieved when the 
button is activated. However, in order to make use of the data, OSCresponder is 
needed. Here, Wiimote buttons are acting as toggle buttons, and Boolean 
expressions (if statements) are used to call one or the other event. However, to 
send an OSC message from SuperCollider to Isadora, an IP address and the port 
number of Isadora need to be registered first. 
Pete Moss, http:/ /petemoss.org/SuperColl ider/ index.html (accessed April 29, 2008). 
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Amplitude Analysis 
The two contact microphones attached to the interface not only pick up the 
sound produced on the performance surface, but they are also functioning as 
the amplitude input for audio analysis. The amplitude follower class 
'Amplitude.kr', which allows tracking the peak amplitude of a signal, is used. 
For gaining immediate response, it is currently set running 120 times per 
second in retrieving data from the audio input channel, and the input signal is 
converted into an output range of 1 to 10. Although the signal-tracking rate 
might seem a lot, running each analysis actually only costs around 1% CPU 
usage. The amplitude analysis is configured to trigger events when the detected 
amplitude signal is above a set threshold. To make use of the data, again, it is 
required to register a function to call upon through an OSCresponder, however, 
OSCpathResponder is used here instead, due to registering multiple amplitude 
analyses."® 
Isadora Data 
Before receiving any data from an external client, in this case Isadora, specifying 
network setting is required. The OSC messages from Isadora must be sent to the 
Supercollider via port 57120, and will be processed by an OSCresponder. This 
port has a fixed number, which is the default port that SuperCollider language 
engine usually listen to. On the other hand, the messages from SuperCollider can 
be sent to Isadora at any port number, as long as both sides are configured with 
the same number. 
Audio Output 
This performance system was originally designed for 8-channel audio outputs, 
however, a modified version for 2-channel seemed to be more practical, as the 
performance venue may not have 8 speakers. 
OSCpathResponder is a subclass of OSCresponder. OSCpathResponder has included an additional 
parameters, 'triggerlD' while using 7 tr' commands generated by SendTrig. It makes a responder 
responds to 7 t r ' messages from any Synth but with a specific triggerlD. 
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4.3.2 Image - Isadora 
The image effects and object tracking analysis are done in Isadora. The projected 
visual components are produced with real-time captured video of moving 
shadows created on the performance surface. The video is processed through 
visual effects and the result is projected on the screen for the audience to see. 
The web camera captures the shadow produced on the performance surface. 
With the use of the Threshold module for colour reversing, and the Eyes module 
for tracking analysis,'" control data is obtained. However, Eyes++ module could 
also be used for tracking purposes, and the difference between the two is that 
Eyes++ offered multiple-point tracking, where as Eyes only allows single-point 
tracking. For the current version on the performance system, a single-point 
tracking approach is applied. The Eyes module analyses the brightness and the 
position (X and Y) of the shadow and converts these values into numerical data. 
The data generated through the tracking analysis are mapped to various sound 
parameters in SuperCollider, and also, Wiimote data and the amplitude analysis 
data are mapped to parameters of the image effect in Isadora. To enable this 
communication, two modules in Isadora are utilised: OSC Transmit for sending 
and OSC Listener for receiving. 
While each of the performer's actions are mapped to one or more events that 
will affect the final performance outcome, the performer needs to be aware of 
the cause and effect in both sound and visual outcomes during the 
performance. Moreover, if the performer wishes to have 'motion pictures' 
projected onto the screen, the performer is required to generate continuous 
movements on the performance surface, due to the fact of utilising real-time 
captured videos. 
To make the Isadora patch clearer as a whole, the User Actor module is 
frequently used. A User Actor allows the user to custom-built a new module 
In Isadora user's manual, the modules are referred to as 'actor'. 
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with any available Isadora modules. The following Figures illustrate such use. 
Figure 4.7 is the modules used for this image effect '[5] Dots', and this User 
Actor (Figure 4.8) comprises two layers of modules. 
( 1 ) O I 
(2) 
i^jiii^ 
J ^ E S B — ; 
I S S b B - ^ 
Figure 4.7: The content of the User Actor for image effect '[5] Dots'. 
[S]Oots 
S 0hM 
vidw vidin 
3 dotw» 
tfiggor 
15.5 Thm 
vid out video 
Figure 4.8: The User Actor in root level. 
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Figure 4.9: This shows where Figure 4.8 is located in the root level of the whole patch. 
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4.4 Hands On Stage - Untitled #1 
The configuration for the sound and image improvisation. Hands On Stage -
Untitled #2, was first created and performed in 2007 at the National Museum of 
Australia. A revised version was programmed in 2008 for performances in 
Sydney and Canberra, Australia. Hands On Stage - Untitled #1 is a structured 
improvisation, with pre-configured and composed interaction. This 
configuration focuses on presenting the correlation between performer's hand 
movements, sound making, and projected visuals. 
The web camera not only provides data for the tracking analysis, but also the 
source of the projected images. The camera captures the shadow movements on 
the performance surface, and different filters are utilized in each section. The 
overall structure of Untitled ttl is organised into four sections, and the 
performer has freedom in deciding the action and the length of each section. 
The improvisation begins with producing sounds by striking the performance 
surface with the performer's hands and other objects in undefined ways. These 
sounds are recorded and used as segments for the second section in creating 
rhythmic patterns. Pre-defined parameters of the pattern can be changed in 
real-time by placing hands different parts of the performance surface. Due to 
the nature of the mapping decisions and the sound parameters, the result of the 
pattern could sound very different every time. Once the pattern is created, the 
performer can move to the third section, where a melodic line is introduced. 
The pattern section is the accompaniment for the melodic line, in which pre-
defined synthesised sounds are used, and the pitch range is determined by 
hand movement and position. The improvisation ends with white noise sounds, 
in which the amplitude control data is mapped to the intensity of the white 
noise. The following table (Figure 4.10) summaries the control data flow 
between Wiimote activation, amplitude analysis, sound parameters, image effect 
and tracking analysis for this composed interaction. The row highlighted in 
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yellow is the most complex data flow, which the connectivity is illustrated in 
Figure 4.10. 
Wiimote 1 
Supercol l ider Isadora 
Activation Ampl itude Analysis Sound Parameters Effect Index Tracking Analysis 
[M] Minus mic33 ~live 1 
[H] home m i c l l ( - s c M i c l ) > T* recBuf 1 (\bufnum. next) 3 
[P] plus mic22 (~scMic2) > T* Pbindef(\bufnum.next) 4 
[L] left Pbindef(\amp) brightness 
[U] up Pbindef(\startpos) 7 column 
[R] right Pbindef(\bufrate) 7 row 
[1] one ~right(\pos) column 
[2] two mic33 (~scMic3) > T* ~note(\freq) 5(\burst) column 
[A] 'a' ~wnoise(\in) 6 
[d] down off 9 
* T = Threshold. Here a Boolean statement was applied. 
F i g u r e 4 .10 : S c h e m a t i c of contro l da ta f low for Hands On Stage - Untitled #1. 
F i g u r e 4 .11 : D a t a f l o w for Wiimote b u t t o n T W O ac t iva t ion . 
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A Graphic User Interface (GUI) window was also created in SuperCoUider for 
this work. The function of this GUI is to provide feedbacks of the status of the 
Wiimote button for the performer. The colour of the GUI buttons changes in 
according to the Wiimote status. 
On/Off 
niELi |AnpTrigqer 0FF| nil mic3 OFF 
recStatus OFF nil | nil | mid OFF notes AmbiPan: OFF L R OFf" 
I 1 OFF c 
playPbmd OFF nil |_nilj nnic2 OFF ^|y3.QFF 
WN Fade 
OFF 
Figure 4.12: The Graphic User Interface for Hands On Stage - Untitled #1. 
New ideas were explored in each of the three public performances, documented 
on the accompanying disk. Apart from striking the performance surface with 
various parts of the hands (finger tips, nails, fist and palm) (Figure 4.13b,c,d,e), 
materials such as a bouncing ball and drum brushes were also employed. In 
one performance, I produced sounds by writing with a pencil (Figure 4.13a). By 
changing the speed of writing or working the pencil more vigorously, various 
sounds were created. In addition to this novel sound production technique, the 
performance also brought a different theatrical appearance. 
In the past performances of Hands On Stage - Untitled #1, I experienced a novel 
performance space, which enabled me to explore a creative situation beyond 
my previous performance background as a percussionist. In these 
performances, I had much freedom in making creative decisions. I felt it was 
like playing a game with very little pre-defined rules. Subsequently, I shifted 
my focus from creating a 'completely' composed performance to presenting an 
improvisation about creativity. Therefore, during the performances, I was 
constantly observing and reacting to my own actions in both sound and visual 
aspects. This approach demands much more awareness of system functionality, 
as I must be simultaneously listening and paying attention to the visual results. 
Considerable research time was devoted to the physical and software 
construction of the interface, as well as developing a unique approach to 
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understanding audience engagement. This research has shown the way to begin 
a new journey in my life. 
Figure 4.13: Photos of the Hmjds On Stage - Untitled ttl performance at OpenFrame'08 event. 
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Conclusion 
This thesis has outlined the evolution and the transformation of percussion 
performance practices that provided an historical precedence and inspiration 
for the development of the Hands On Stage project. The three public 
performances on the accompanying DVD suggests ongoing performance 
refinements and approaches to the creative convergence of live sound and 
image improvisation. The Hands On Stage project achieved the desired outcome 
in the following four areas: 
Technology Functionality 
The Hands On Stage project facilitated real-time sound and image making. 
Through the interface construction and system design, specific interaction 
between performer's actions and in particular toward media processing 
were explored and composed. The flexibility of this performance system 
allows audiovisual parameters to be reconfigurable. 
Creative Performance 
The project facilitated a level of originality in both the creation of the 
interface and the composed interaction. The project heavily drew upon 
with my musical influences and performance experiences. Although the 
field of sound/image performance is not new, this project has 
demonstrated a uniquely creative approach, which has arisen from my 
percussion performance background. 
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Audience Response 
A defined media space configured for the Hands On Stage performances has 
maximised the audience engagement. The convergence of the sonic and 
visual elements has supported further accessibility for the audience to 
appreciate experimental practices. The immediacy of the projected moving 
images and the observable correlation between these images and the 
performer's action brings the audience closer to the performance, which 
has been noted through audience responses after a performance. 
Artistic Development 
Throughout the Hands On Stage project, I have been able to think as an 
interface designer, a system developer, a visual effects designer, a sound 
composer, and an improviser. This has furthered my understanding and 
perspectives in contemporary music and Media Art practices. The 
experiences gained in this research project are significantly valuable in my 
future development as a media artist. 
Through the creative and practical development of the Hands On Stage project, 
many possibilities for the future development of the research have been 
revealed. Continuing research would logically take place in the following areas: 
Software 
The development of the performance system has much potential for further 
improvement. Additional experimentations with other software packages 
and open source applications can be considered, as many current 
applications have proven increased functionality towards comprehensive 
data analysis. 
Performance surface 
Different materials for the construction of the performance surface, such as 
drum skins and glasses, can be considered for further timbre exploration. 
Also, the performance surface can be expanded beyond the current table 
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Structure to a larger-scale production, where the performer's gesture is not 
limited to hand movements. 
Contexts 
Redesigning the project for new contexts, such as an ensemble setting and a 
gallery installation, is also desirable. An ensemble situation would further 
the interaction towards collaborative sound and image making. In an 
installation setting, the performance system of the project can be modified 
to allow the observer control musical and visual output directly. This will 
provide opportunities for other musicians and the general public to interact 
with sound and image creation using the Hands On Stage interface. 
To conclude, the Hands On Stage project has explored and supported the 
improvisational scope of sound and image performance. Composed interaction 
between the performer's action and media processing has become a natural 
application for creative practice, as digital technology enables the integration of 
software and hardware technology. As detailed herein, incorporating real-time 
captured visual materials into music performance has demonstrated a fuller 
engagement between the performer and audience. 
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Hands On Stage: 
An Interface for 
Sound and Image 
Improvisation 
Abstract 
Hands On Stage is a performance interface de-
signed from a percussionist's perspective. It ex-
plores the inter-relationship between the per-
former's hand movements, real-time video track-
ing techniques, and the recording and processing 
of sound in an integrated configuration. This 
paper describes the concept, interface design, 
technical development, and the creative approach 
to the visual and sound elements. The paper also 
discusses the project from a personal performance 
perspective. 
Introduction 
The intention of the project was to seek new 
performance approaches that would sit be-
tween two practices, percussion performance 
and new media art in a concert performance 
context. The initial research for the project 
has made me realise that many current ex-
perimental and new media concerts involve 
the integration of audio and visual domains, 
while the world of percussion encompasses a 
wide variety of performance practices and an 
extensive range of instruments. 1 decided to 
combine the two practices and build my own 
instrument, which would take percussion 
performance practices into another realm 
where the performer could have control over 
audio and visual domains with hand move-
ments. 
Hands On Stage was designed to be used 
as a tool to explore the relationship between 
the performer's movements, sounds pro-
duced by the performer and projected im-
ages. This interface has enabled the com-
munication and interaction between three 
domains: hand movement, sound, and visual 
elements. In the aspect of sound design in 
relation to hand movement, the objective was 
to move beyond deterministic results and 
explore ways of controlling and mixing 
multiple sound elements in a real-time per-
formance context. For the visual aspect, the 
projected images are simply captured and 
processed with video effects and projected in 
real-time. 
Hands On Stage is a table-like interface. In 
creating the interface a number of areas, in-
cluding human computer interface design, 
motion tracking, mapping, and contempo-
rary performance practice were explored. 
Recent projects of interfaces designed for 
controlling and processing sound and/or 
image have included the reacTable and the 
Morphing Table, both designed for collabor-
ative multi-user music making. There is also 
an interactive audiovisual installation, Sound 
Rose, which consists of a touch sensitive table 
and a projector. While these projects may use 
purpose-built table-like interface, the tech-
nology and the objectives are different. 
This paper begins with an overview of 
the conceptual and technical development of 
Hands On Stage, and followed by a descrip-
tion of the configuration of sound and visual 
elements for an improvisation titled. Untitled 
#1. Finally this paper ends with a discussion 
of the project's future directions. 
Hands On Stage 
This section discusses the creation and the 
development of the interface. Hands On 
Stage. 
Concept 
The initial purpose of the project was to ex-
plore and enable the interaction between per-
former's gesture, and real-time sound and 
image processing to form an audiovisual per-
formance approach from a percussionist's 
perspective. 
Early experimental stages included look-
ing for suitable materials and technologies in 
order to construct a table interface. Although 
sensor technologies could probably offer a 
more precise response to the performer's ac-
tions, it was my intention to simplify this 
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part of the work. More time was spent in ex-
ploring the performer's hand movements as 
a control to sonic and visual outcomes. As a 
result, motion-tracking technology was ap-
plied instead of sensor technology. 
The framework of the interface design 
was inspired by Thierry de Mey's compo-
sition Musique de Table for three percussion-
ists who produce sounds by striking a table 
in many ways with their hands. Thus, Hands 
On Stage is constructed as a table-like inter-
face enables the performer to have control 
over sets of configured parameters of the 
designed synthesis, patterns manipulation, 
and visual effects using hand movements. 
The input data for these parameters are ana-
lysed from the performer's hand movements, 
the percussive strikes of the table surface, 
and the activation of the buttons on the Wii-
mote controller. 
Interface Construction 
The construction of the Hands On Stage inter-
face is rather simple. It is made of plywood 
pieces, a piece of Perspex covered with a 
sheet of tracing paper, two contact micro-
phones, and a web camera. 
Five pieces of plywood are used as the 
body and the bottom part of the table. Per-
spex is placed at the tabletop surface, and it 
is considered as the centre performing stage 
for the hands. The purpose of using a sheet 
of tracing paper is to diffuse the light. Two 
contact microphones are placed at two cor-
ners of the tabletop and these are connected 
to a M-Audio FireWire recording interface. A 
web camera is placed underneath the table-
top surface facing at tabletop for motion 
tracking purposes. However, one issue oc-
curred while using an I-Sight camera as the 
choice of the web camera. Because I-Sight has 
a built-in microphone and it tends to reset 
the computer's audio input setting. As a re-
sult, the M-Audio recording interface crashes 
when there is an audio input conflict. This 
problem was resolved by replacing the cam-
era by an iMage camera, which is one of the 
few compatible web cameras for the 
Macintosh and does not have a built-in 
microphone. 
Figure 1. The table interface construction diagram. 
After constructing the physical interface, 
1 soon realised there is one major issue in this 
interface. That is the lack of control over two 
microphones and a camera. Therefore, a Wi-
imote controller is added as the extension of 
the interface and its main function is to act as 
gates that allow or block the motion tracking 
data mapped to the sound parameters. 
Technical Development 
The interface technical development is cate-
gorised into three stages, generating input 
data from performer's actions, analysis of the 
data, mapping of the parameters. In creating 
a personal approach towards audiovisual 
performance practices, the project eventually 
led to an integrated configuration through 
the use of two software programs, SuperCol-
lider and Isadora running on one MacBook 
Pro. Also, as mentioned earlier, a Wiimote 
controller was included as a part of the inter-
face. 
Performer 
ifrage input 
iMdora 
r" 
Wiimote 
(OSC) 
Tracking Data 
Tracking Oala 
(Bfigrtness Co)utrn, Row) 
Wiimote Data & 
Amplitude Analysis 
Figure 2. The diagram of the abstract relationship in-
volves in utilising the Hands On Stage inter-
face 
The sound elements, such as synth defi-
nitions, pattern-loops, and the amplitude 
analysis, are created and processed in Super-
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Collider. The amplitude analysis is used to 
trigger event when the amplitude value de-
tected is above a set threshold. It requires 
using two Ugens, a SynthDef and an 
OSCpathResponder. 
S y n t h D e f ( \ m i c l , { | t r i g I D = l | 
/ / p a t t i I D = l 
S e n d T r i g . k r ( I m p u l s e . k r ( 1 2 0 ) , 
t r i g I D , L i n -
L i n . k r ( A m p l i t u d e . k r ( A u d i o l n . a r ( 1 ) ) 
, 0 . 0 0 1 , 0 . 5 , 1 , 2 0 ) ) ; 
} ) . p l a y ; 
O S C p a t h R e s p o n -
d e r ( s . a d d r , [ ' / t r ' , n i l , 1 ] , { | t , r , 
m s g I v a r t h r e s h o l d = 2 0 ; 
m = m s g [ 3 ) . r o u n d ( 1 ) . p o s t l n ; 
i f ( m > t h r e s h o l d , { 
s . s e n d M s g ( " / s _ n e w " , \ r e c B u f , 
8 . n e x t N o d e l D , 0 , 1 , \ b u f n u m , 
- r e c B u f n u m . n e x t ) ; 
} ) 
} ) . a d d ; 
The image effects and video tracking an-
alysis are done in Isadora. For video tracking 
analysis, a few Actors including Ex/es and 
Threshold were used in Isadora in order to 
track the position of the shadow produced 
by the performer's hand. Also, an OSC Lis-
tener and an OSC Transmit is used here for 
receiving and sending OSC messages from 
and to Supercollider. Here is an example 
patch: 
when the gate function is called by the acti-
vation of the Wiimote buttons. 
Perlorne' 
Wiimoie 
SjpeColi ider: 
OSC Receive 
SuperCdlOe' 
OSC Send 
Isado'a: 
OSCReceive 
Performer 
Hand Mvts 
Supe'Coliider: 
Start Position 
Isaaora Isadora 
Gate On OSC Send 
t 
Isadora: 
Position Track 
I 
Figure 4. An example of the process of the communica-
tion between the performer, SuperCollider, 
and Isadora. 
Improvisation: Untitled #1 
The configuration for this sound and image 
improvisation. Untitled #1, was first created 
and performed in 2007 at DUST'07 at the 
National Museum of Australia. A revised 
version of this configuration was done in 
2008. Untitled #1 is a structured improvisa-
tion, not a composition. Due to the nature of 
the mapping decisions and parameters, the 
result of the performance sounded quite dif-
ferent every time; thus the idea was to create 
an abstract plan for the improvisation. In 
fact, this idea suited the objective of the 
Hands On Stage interface, which aimed to 
include generating sounds that are beyond 
obvious results. 
0 [ 
Figure 3. An example of the video tracking analysis 
and OSC data transmit in a graphic pro-
gramming environment, Isadora. 
Because both programs support OSC 
(Open Sound Control) protocol, data com-
munication is enabled between the two pro-
grams. For example, the performer's hand 
position is analysed in Isadora, and the values 
of the hand positions are passed onto the 
sound parameters in SuperCollider via OSC, 
Figure 5. An abstract idea plotted for the improvisa-
tion: Untitled tt 1. 
Untitled ttl consists of three groups of 
sounds: percussive sounds, bell-like sounds, 
and white noises. The improvisation begins 
with real-time recorded percussive sounds. 
The percussive sounds are produced through 
striking the tabletop by the performer's 
hands. These sounds are recorded as sound 
files and loaded into the buffer, which exe-
cute a pattern as the code below, when 
called. Parameters in the Pbindef class, such 
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as the start position (\startpos) and the buffer 
rate (\bufrate) are mapped to the video track-
ing data of the hand's position. The pattern 
used in the improvisation is a loop of a four-
voiced pattern, which is produced by utilis-
ing the same sound file playing with differ-
ent buffer rates and starting positions. 
-loopl= Pbindef(\loopl, 
\instrument, \playBuf, 
\bufnum, nil, 
\startpos, 0, 
\out, 0, 
\dur, Pseq([l, 1, 0.5, 0.5, 
0.25],inf), 
\amp, 0, 
\bufrate, 1 
); 
-loop2= Pbindef{\loop2, 
Ninstrument, \playBuf, 
\bufnum, nil, 
\startpos, 4, //different startpos 
\out, 1, 
\dur, Pseq([0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, 
0.751,inf), 
\amp, 0, 
\bufrate, 2 //different bufrate 
A graphic user interface (GUI) window is 
also created for this improvisation perform-
ance. The purpose of the creation of the GUI 
is to provide feedbacks of the status of the 
Wiimote button. Because they are used as on 
and off buttons, the colour of the GUI but-
tons changes in according to the Wiimote 
status. 
Ann 
rscSttlus Off ml j ni | dime OFF "™c1 OFF 
' i z l 
Figure 6. The GUI (Graphic User Interface) for the 
Improvisation: Untitled tt 1. 
As for the visual aspects, three effects are 
designed for this improvisation. The web 
camera not only does the video tracking an-
alysis, but it also captures the images of the 
shadow movements on the tabletop, and 
processes them in real-time in Isadora. 
Figure 7. An image of projected visuals from the re-
hearsal of Untitled #1. 
Figure 8. An image of the Hands On Stage interface 
from the rehearsal of Untitled ttl. 
As mentioned earlier in the paragraph on 
technical development, input data are ana-
lysed from three sources: the shadows of 
hand positions and the size of shadow cov-
erage on the tabletop, audio amplitude from 
microphones, and the activation of Wiimote 
buttons. The Wiimote values are passed onto 
Supercollider via Bluetooth, and this appears 
to be very responsive and accurate. For a re-
sponsive microphone amplitude analysis, the 
current setup for detection is running 120 
times per second, and it only costs around 
1% of CPU usage as shown on SuperCollider 
server. To reduce additional latency in real-
time video processing, the input of video 
resolution and the projected screen (stage) 
size were scaled down to 320 x 240 pixels. 
However, with a more advanced computer 
and video card its video resolution could be 
higher. Nevertheless, the data received and 
mapped to update the sound pattern loops 
{Pbindef) can only be heard after completing 
the current loop cycle, due to the nature of 
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the predetermined pattern duration se-
quence. 
Conclusion 
Utilising the Hands On Stage interface for a 
sound and image performance is a challen-
ging task. First, there is the technical know-
ledge required, in order to produce and have 
control over the sounds and image effects. 
Second, with substantial experience in tradi-
tional percussion performance, this approach 
demands much more awareness of system 
functionality. The performer must simulta-
neously be listening to the sounds generated, 
and paying attention to the visual materials, 
input data values and system behaviour. The 
complex state of the programs demands 
much attention in order to ascertain that it is 
behaving as expected. 
Future directions include exploring vari-
ous configurations and approaches toward a 
theatrical performance, as well as imple-
menting the technologies, designed for the 
Hands On Stage, onto a different surface, such 
as a drum skin and other translucent materi-
als, to resolve the limitation of the sound 
timbres produced from the striking of the 
Perspex tabletop. 
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